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Abstract. In this article, the behavior of water droplets which are suspended in silicon oil is qualitatively
investigated and some phenomena such as liquid’s burst are reported. The movement of droplet in perpendic-
ular line is considered while many studies have considered small droplets fluctuating between two horizontal
electrodes. Additionally any deformation caused by increasing voltage was observed from start to finish until
short contact occurred. As can be seen two oppositely charged drops contacting each other do not necessarily
result in coalescence. Repelling can be expected occasionally. By increasing the voltage, the droplets, which
spread through the domain due to frequent breakups, tend to gather in a certain line.

1 Introduction

Understanding the interaction of suspending conducting liq-
uids with the second dielectric medium is a prominent fac-
tor in many engineering projects. One of the most important
examples is emulsification. Regarding modifying the proper-
ties of the polymer, antistatic agents are added during mixing
processes. Dispersion also enhances the mass transfer oper-
ations in liquid-liquid extraction. In oil industries, determin-
ing the onset and type of deformation is an important mat-
ter because the breakup of a drop into smaller droplets is a
Preventive element concerning electrocoalescers. Neverthe-
less this separation could be utilized beneficially relating to
emulsification and enhancing heat and mass transfer. Tradi-
tionally the tiny droplet gathering in continuous oil phase has
attracted great attention in oil recovery technology; see Eow
et al. (2001). Controlling the fusion of individual droplets in
digital micro fluidic applications were investigated recently
by Ahn et al. (2006). Applications, has been shown in some
other aspects such as electro spraying by Bailey (1999) and
nucleate boiling by Dong et al. (2006). Flows generated by
electroosmosis have been used to act as a machine and enrich
the mixing of substances at the micro level; see Pikal (2001).
Dielectrophoresis have been used widely in separation for
bio-cells and carbon nanotubes; see Aldaeus at al. (2006).

Considering the suspension of a droplet in immiscible
medium, the shear and electrical stresses caused by exter-
nal electric field and distinction electrical characteristic at
the interface is expected. This results in burst of the droplet
or elongation. Initially assuming the droplet as ideal con-
ductor or fully insulator resulted no fluid flow because of
inequality of shear stresses. Furthermore, based on electro-
static theory the consequent stresses are perpendicular to the
surface and towards the fluid with lower permittivity. The
deformation led the droplet to be prolate. The experiment
conducted by Allan and Mason (1962) showed that conduct-
ing droplet deforms into prolate spheroid compatible with
the electrostatic theory. They have considered several fluid
systems and declared some droplets get oblate shape. Tay-
lor (1966) pointed out considering drop as perfect conducting
or dielectric fluid could not be proper in all situations. They
stated that limited amount of permittivity or conductivity al-
lows unbounded charge to collect at the droplet surface and
this collection is responsible for inequality in shear and nor-
mal electrical stresses which causes oblate shape. This the-
ory is named leaky-dielectric theory. As illustrated by Tay-
lor, Fluid flow in the inner and outer part of the droplet is
caused by balancing the tangential stresses by hydrodynamic
tangential stresses. Taylor justified Allan and Mason results
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Hase et al. [18] performed experimental test to find micro-droplet‘s behavior which is rhythmically 

moved between two horizontal electrodes in silicon oil. Depending on applied electric field, three 

distinct zones were characterized. Chiesa et al. [19] provided the analytical formula to demonstrate 

the forces induced by an electric field on a falling droplet. Their results were well-matched to 

experimental outputs. Khorshidi et al. [20] investigated experimentally the water droplet’s motion and 

shape which was large in size and also calculated numerically the amounts of accumulated charges as 

a consequence of contacting with the electrodes. They reported that neutral water droplet tends to 

move toward the positive electrode and named this action as negative-electrophoresis. Recently 

Hokmabad et al. [21] investigated experimentally the motion and disintegration of droplets gathering 

charges while leaving the nozzles. They have pointed out that more deformation is concluded by 

increasing the voltage and the maximum value has been depicted near the nozzles. Discharging of 

droplets to the negative voltage (ground) leads to two distinguished modes of drop’s burst. In this 

report, some important aspects of water droplets' behavior in a high voltage electric field are 

investigated. (i) electrical charging and rhythmic motion, (ii) drop-drop coalescence and the effect of 

existed torque, and (iii) different breakup phenomenon and breaking the oil. All sections are examined 

by increasing the electric field; this is the only parameter that influences the droplets' behavior.    

2. Experimental set up 

The experimental cell, which is shown in Fig.(1),consisted of four Plexiglas walls (1 mm thickness) 

and was filled with silicone oil as the dielectric continuous phase. Table 1 gives the relevant 

properties of the employed fluids. The static electric field (0<E<12 kv/cm) was formed between two 

parallel electrodes [5*5 cm2 stainless steel plate] and spaced 1 cm apart. The top electrode was 

electrically grounded, and the bottom electrode, which was connected to a D.C. power supply, acted 

as the high voltage electrode.   

     
(c)  (b)  (a)  

Fig. 1(a) experimental apparatus (b) the geometric of the cell (c) measuring droplet’s diameter. 

 

To start the experiment, two deionized water drops of 1.7 mm were released into the stationary 

dielectric oil using a syringe pump. Before applying the electric potential, the drops were initially 7.6 

mm apart and, resting on the bottom electrode. Then, the electric field strength was slowly raised to 

Figure 1. (a) Experimental apparatus,(b) the geometric of the cell,(c) measuring droplet’s diameter.

by solving electro hydrodynamic’s equation in creeping flow
regime. Torza et al. (1971) revealed some discrepancies be-
tween theory and experiments. Baygents and Saville (1989)
replaced leaky dielectric theory by an electrokinetic model to
inspect the matters proposed by Torza et al. (1971). Feng and
Scott (1966), Vizika and Saville (1992) have demonstrated
that the leaky dielectric model has the capability to predict
the deformation pattern while zero amounts of charges accu-
mulated at the interface.

The research into the stabilization and breakup of an aque-
ous droplet is still continuing and in this section we aim
to concentrate on some recent and pertinent ones. Sher-
wood (1988) used boundary integral method for droplets
with different set of electrical properties to investigate the
droplet deformation which is exposed to an electric field until
burst of droplets. Ha and Yang (2000) experimented on New-
tonian and non-Newtonian droplets surrounded by dielec-
tric medium. They reported that when either the dispersed
or continuous phase is non-Newtonian the droplet will be
stable in low electric field. Besides, more complex behav-
iors are caused when both the mediums are non-Newtonian
due to the zero-shear-rate viscosities ratio. Ristenpart et
al. (2009) experimentally showed that there is a certain value
of electric field which leads the two droplets with differ-
ent sign to repel each other at the contact time while coa-
lescence was expected. Breakup and deformation of aque-
ous drops in oil was investigated experimentally by Eow and
Ghadiri (2003a). The results indicated that the starting point
of fluctuation related to the deformation rate is about 1.9.
Eow and Ghadiri (2003b) also investigated experimentally
drop-drop coalescence. Their results indicated that coales-
cence depends on electrode geometry and orientation of the
field. To achieve the maximum attractive value it is necessary
to direct the center line of the droplets in line with the electric
field.

Hase et al. (2006) performed experimental test to find
micro-droplet‘s behavior which is rhythmically moved be-
tween two horizontal electrodes in silicon oil. Depending
on applied electric field, three distinct zones were charac-

terized. Chiesa et al. (2005) provided the analytical formula
to demonstrate the forces induced by an electric field on a
falling droplet. Their results were well-matched to experi-
mental outputs. Khorshidi et al. (2010) investigated exper-
imentally the water droplet’s motion and shape which was
large in size and also calculated numerically the amounts of
accumulated charges as a consequence of contacting with the
electrodes. They reported that neutral water droplet tends to
move toward the positive electrode and named this action as
negative-electrophoresis. Recently Hokmabad et al. (2012)
investigated experimentally the motion and disintegration of
droplets gathering charges while leaving the nozzles. They
have pointed out that more deformation is concluded by in-
creasing the voltage and the maximum value has been de-
picted near the nozzles. Discharging of droplets to the neg-
ative voltage (ground) leads to two distinguished modes of
drop’s burst. In this report, some important aspects of wa-
ter droplets’ behavior in a high voltage electric field are
investigated. (i) electrical charging and rhythmic motion,
(ii) drop-drop coalescence and the effect of existed torque,
and (iii) different breakup phenomenon and breaking the oil.
All sections are examined by increasing the electric field; this
is the only parameter that influences the droplets’ behavior.

2 Experimental set up

The experimental cell, which is shown in Fig. 1, consisted of
four Plexiglas walls (1 mm thickness) and was filled with sil-
icone oil as the dielectric continuous phase. Table 1 gives the
relevant properties of the employed fluids. The static electric
field (0< E<12 kv cm−1) was formed between two parallel
electrodes [5×5 cm2 stainless steel plate] and spaced 1 cm
apart. The top electrode was electrically grounded, and the
bottom electrode, which was connected to a D.C. power sup-
ply, acted as the high voltage electrode.

To start the experiment, two deionized water drops of
1.7 mm were released into the stationary dielectric oil using
a syringe pump. Before applying the electric potential, the
drops were initially 7.6 mm apart and, resting on the bottom
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Table 1. Physical properties of employed liquids.

Property Silicon oil Water Ratio
(oil/water)

Viscosity (kg ms−1) 9.6e-2 1.12e-3 85.7142
Density (kg m−3) 963 998.2 0.9647
Conductivity (S m−1) 14e-13 1e-4 14e-9
Relative permittivity 2.75 80.1 3.4332e-2
Surface tension (N m−1) 0.020 0.072 0.2777

electrode. Then, the electric field strength was slowly raised
to the critical value, above which the drops left the bottom
plate and migrated towards the top (grounded) electrode. The
complete history of the drop pair throughout the experiment
was photographed by a CCD Camera (Casio EXILIM Pro
EX-F1) at 300 fps.

3 Results

In this section, the whole process of the drops’ behavior un-
der the external electric field is discussed in detail.

3.1 Rhythmic motion of the droplets

The sequential images of the initial motion of the water drop
pair in silicone oil are presented in Fig. 2. Drops are rest
on the high voltage (i.e., the high voltage electrode), keep-
ing their nearly spherical shape, while the applied voltage
across the electrodes gradually increases. When the force ex-
erted by electric field overcomes the gravity force (neglecting
the surface tension between the liquid and solid surfaces),
the drops are detached from the metal surface. Leaving the
high voltage electrode, the drops acquire a positive charge
and go against gravity towards the upper electrode. By con-
tacting the grounded (upper) electrode, they exchange their
charge and go back to the lower electrode, where they gather
positive charge again and repeat this cycle. In the first few
cycles, the drops travel simultaneously and reach the same
electrode; eventually, the rhythmic motion becomes inverted
in such a way that when the first drop touches an electrode,
the other touches the opposite electrode. This change in di-
rection causes the drops to become oppositely charged and
attracted to each other while moving up and down in the sur-
rounding dielectric oil.

It can be observed that the drops’ velocity increases af-
ter contact with the electrode surface. As the drops’ motion
is entirely electrically driven, the increase in velocity mag-
nitude reveals an increase in the accumulated charge on the
drops’ surfaces during their rhythmic motion.

The trend of drop position prior to their coalescence is
plotted in Fig. 3a. As observed, the rise in the voltage yields
to decline the frequency. Unlike the assumption that the re-
verse should be true (i.e., that a higher frequency is ex-
pected), the results have shown that the movement energy

gained from increased voltage is consumed such that the
drops migrate towards each other and, consequently, become
closer. Therefore, the time needed to travel between the elec-
trodes is longer than in the case where each drop moves in a
vertical line at their initial positions. The voltage value was
increased up to 3.8 kv cm−1 when coalescence occurred. In
general, anticipating the drop behavior in a high electric field
is very complex. The characteristics of employed fluids, the
uniformity and the orientation of the applied electric field
compared to the drop, are leading factor. Under the uniform
electric field, drops become polarized while bouncing up and
down and develop a conical shape oriented in the orientation
of the field. As the drops come closer to the electrode, the
distance between droplets and electrode is reduced, leads to
higher electric force and results in the elongation of the drop.
The electric body forces experienced by a spherical charged
droplet can be expressed as follows:

Fe= QE+ (2πR)ε1

(
ε2− ε1
ε2+2ε1

)
∇|E2| (1)

whereQ is the free charge density. Hereε1 andε2 are the
continuous and dispersed phase electrical permittivity, re-
spectively. The first term is Coulomb force (electrophore-
sis), and it describes the affect of the electric field on the
net chargeQ of the drop. In a D.C. case, Coulomb force ex-
ists only in the existence of a net charge on the droplet. The
second term, referred to as the dielectrophoretic force (DEF),
generated by non-uniformity in the electric field and electri-
cal properties of materials. This force only disappears if the
field is spatially homogeneous. (It is worth mentioning that
the drop causes the electric field to become non-uniform in
its neighboring.) Generally both of magnetism and electric-
ity are included in the basic Maxwell’s equation; however,
for a wide class of problems, the magnetism is decoupled in
the case of weak electric current or low magnetic field. In
the vicinity of the electrode, the droplet become elongated
sharper and consequently contacts the electrode by making a
conical tip referred to as the “Taylor cone”. Subsequently, the
cone recoils, and the drops reverse their direction and move
toward the opposite electrode. By increasing the voltage, the
deformation rate (elongation) increases and, in some cases,
will result in short contact. However at low voltages, the drop
tends to keep a spherical shape at the midpoint between the
electrodes due to surface tension. In the middle, the weight
and drag force affect the drop and restrict the motion that
originated from the electric force. However, near the elec-
trodes drops experience excessive electric stress due to the
short distance and accelerate at the time of detachment from
the electrodes. Moreover, each of the polarized drops experi-
ences a dielectrophoretic attraction force since the existence
of second droplet in its vicinity, which brings them towards
each other. The dipole-dipole interaction force is very small
when the two drops are far, and its effect can be neglected
compared to the electrophoretic force. However, when the
drops are nearness in distance, the dipole-dipole attraction is
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Fig. 2. Sequential images showing the motion of a pair of water drops subjected to a D.C. 

Electric field Eo=1.1 kV/cm for drop radius 0.875 mm. 

 

It can be observed that the drops' velocity increases after contact with the electrode surface. As the 

drops' motion is entirely electrically driven, the increase in velocity magnitude reveals an increase in 

the accumulated charge on the drops' surfaces during their rhythmic motion.  

 

 

 
Fig. 3(a) Position of each drop versus time until coalescence, 

 (b) Deformation of a drop in a cycle at CaE=0.018. 

(Yt: the top point of droplet, Yb: the bottom point of droplet) 

 

Figure 2. Sequential images showing the motion of a pair of water drops subjected to a D.C. Electric fieldEo= 1.1 kV cm−1 for drop radius
0.875 mm.
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Figure 3. (a) Position of each drop versus time until coalescence,
(b) Deformation of a drop in a cycle at CaE = 0.018 (Yt: the top
point of droplet, Yb: the bottom point of droplet).

strong, which induces deformation on the drop pair and re-
sults in their coalescence.

3.2 Two drops deformation and coalescence

Figure 4 shows captured images where the drops move to-
wards each other and merge into one. For two drops mov-
ing near each other, coalescence may occur due to hydrody-
namical forces, however, in high electric field, electrostatic-
coalescence is predominant factor. In an electro-coalescence
phenomenon, when the electric force becomes high enough
to push the drops towards each other, it triggers the oil

film drainage between the drops and facilitates their contact,
which, in most cases, results in coalescence, as illustrated
in Fig. 4. When the electric field is not sufficient to develop
drop-drop merging, the drops restore to their former state and
keep their rhythmic motion between the electrodes.

At the time of approaching the drops, a thin layer sepa-
rates the surface of the drops from the continuous phase and
by rupturing the interfacial layer the drop-drop coalescence is
predicted. Collectively, the roles of the electric field are; de-
velop contact between the water drops, improve coalescence
and enhance breaking the drop-interface. There are some
other factors among these functions, such as the influence
of electric field orientation on the coalescence of two aque-
ous drops, the influence of electrode geometry, which may
play an important role in coalescence performance. However,
it should be considered that occasionally two drops change
their charges before coalescence takes place. This change can
generate electrophoretic forces, which are responsible for re-
pelling the drops from each other. One of the major factors
that prevent the two dispersed drops to coalesce is drainage
of the layer which separates them. By breaking this layer
the chance of occurring coalescence grows rapidly. As ob-
served, before coalescence the drops’ tips face each other and
deform. Furthermore, coalescence forms a dumbbell drop.
There are two processes, i.e., before and after the occurring
coalescence. Before coalescence, the two drops moved in a
vertical direction. Considering the three dimensional behav-
ior and distance between the two drops, it can be observed
that the drops are brought closer together because of the two
opposite charges, and when the distance is short enough, the
torque rotates the drop while the drop pair becomes aligned
in the electric field’s orientation. This local rotation torque,
which is due to dipole-dipole attraction, disappears when the
drops become parallel and appears when they pass through
each other (Fig. 5).

This torque is related to the minimum interaction energy,
which depends on the distance between dipoles, permittivity
of the two phases, polarization rate of the drops and direction
of the induced dipole of a drop relative to the electric field
orientation. Once the dipoles become far apart, the torque
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the electrophoretic force. However, when the drops are nearness in distance, the dipole-dipole 
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Fig. 4. Interaction leading merging between two water drops at CaE=0.18. 
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Fig. 5. Schematic view of existing torque to bring drops closer together in different positions. 

 

This torque is related to the minimum interaction energy, which depends on the distance between 

dipoles, permittivity of the two phases, polarization rate of the drops and direction of the induced 

dipole of a drop relative to the electric field orientation. Once the dipoles become far apart, the torque 

reverses and aligns the drops in the orientation of the electric field .However, the electric force tends 

Figure 5. Schematic view of existing torque to bring drops closer
together in different positions.

reverses and aligns the drops in the orientation of the electric
field. However, the electric force tends to keep the drops in
their previous direction. After a subtle rotation, the two drops
return to their main direction, contact the two electrodes and
acquire opposite charges. In every cycle, the drop-drop dis-
tance reduces due to the attractive force between opposite

charges. The torque is increased and consequently the drops
coalesce. The other process is after coalescence, when the
two drops merge and comprise of a unique drop. This drop
tends to rotate again and align itself in the electric field direc-
tion; this may occur because of the polarization that happens
inside the drop which experiences a dipole moment when ex-
posed to the electric field. This drop has a net zero charge, if
neglecting the charge leakage and that equal charges are at-
tained by the drops from the contact of the electrodes. Then
the drop falls slowly due to its weight and consequently, after
touching the bottom electrode, it recharges again and starts a
new rhythmic motion. Similar to Fig. 2, the resultant drop
fluctuates between the two electrodes, however, the drop ex-
periences larger electrical stresses and velocity by rising the
applied electric field. Therefore the deformation rate gets
larger. Essentially with increasing the value of the electric
field which can be defined as an voltage difference divided
by the spaces of the two electrodes, the drop launches to have
an acute angle at its attachment to the electrode. By increas-
ing this value the angle increases and forms Taylor cones. In
this step (Fig. 6) it can be seen higher deformation rate and a
more acute angle, both at the time of contacting to the elec-
trodes and moving between them in comparison with Fig. 2.

3.3 Break-up and bouncing

Understanding the drops’ breakup under the electric field
plays an important role. Since the mode of breakup, deter-
mines the distribution of aqueous drops in continuous phase
in addition to the size. Breakup can be considered as a
technique for the emulsification and atomization in practical
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Fig. 7(a) The mother drop deforms greatly into an elongated shape and divides into two daughter 

drops along with an expanding liquid bridge between them,which eventually breaks up into more 

satellite drops (CaE=0.216). 

 

Fig. 7(b) Schematic view of breakup, creating thread and forming satellite drops. 

Tiny drops move based on gravity and coalesce with the bottom droplet. Therefore two main drops 

move between the electrodes. Traditionally, it was assumed that contacting the charged droplet with 

different sign are necessarily attracted each other .However if the electric field exceeds the critical 

value, repelling may take place rather than coalescence. As shown in Fig.  (8), oppositely charged 

drops colloid with and repel each other .Fig.(8) shows that the smaller drop, which is the consequence 

of the collision of tiny drops with the lower drop in the earlier step, moves upward because of the 

opposite charge and colloids with the larger drop that has been detached from the ground electrode.  

Electrical stresses operating on the charged surface causes the edge of drop to be elongated and 

consequently conical shape is formed. During rapid connection with the oppositely charged drop  

the tip recoils, gathers opposite charge and change its direction. The bottom droplet after changing its 

Figure 7a. The mother drop deforms greatly into an elongated shape and divides into two daughter drops along with an expanding liquid
bridge between them, which eventually breaks up into more satellite drops (CaE = 0.216).
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Figure 7b. Schematic view of breakup, creating thread and forming
satellite drops.

projects as well as the enhancement of heat and mass transfer
in droplet-based fluidic systems.

The equilibrium deformation, for a dispersed conductive
drop moving through a dielectric medium of electrical per-
mittivity εc and in the presence of applied electric field, can

be obtained by balancing the electrical stresses (Pel = εcE2)
and pressure difference at the interface of droplet. If the elec-
trical stress overcomes the restoring capillary pressure, then
the drop breaks up. Two modes of drop breakup in a strong
electric field have been introduced in the literature. The first
type is pinch-offwhere the drop forms two bulbous ends, nar-
rowing and disintegrating at a waist. The second type is tip-
streaming where the tips become sharp and tiny drops are left
from its ends. Figure 7 shows the single drop that moves to
the lower electrode with a 4.1 kV cm−1 electric field strength.
Shortly after touching the electrode, a pinching region devel-
ops on the top of the drop tending to move upward towards
the opposite electrode. This occurrence causes the drop to be
considerably elongated while leaving the metal surface and
the drop is sequentially divided into two parts connected with
a liquid thread. As each of the two bulbous-end drops reach
the nearby electrodes, the thread expands continuously and
finally breaks up into smaller satellite droplets as a result of
instability caused by capillary. The ionized aqueous droplet
in silicon oil with electrical resistance lower than 10−5, is
initially elongated into an ellipsoidal shape. By exceeding
the, critical Weber number (0.21 which is in a good agree-
ment with the numerical results of Feng and Scott (1966)
and experimental results of Ha and Yang, 2000), the drop
shape becomes unstable and varies with time. The deforma-
tion rate increases moderately until the main drop is broken
into several tiny drops. Close to the ends, the deformation of
the surface results in thinner drops. The pointed ends keep
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charge moves downward until it reaches the bottom electrode. The top droplet after contacting the 

ground electrode starts to move downward due to the Columbic force (because impact occurs near the 

top electrode, both drops move downward with little time difference). When the bottom droplet 

contacts the high voltage electrode, it senses the top droplet with a negative charge at its top point, at 

which point the repelling phenomenon occurs, which leads the top droplet to move upward and the 

bottom one to move downward. This cycle repeats and is likely to occur in the center of the domain or 

anywhere the two oppositely charged drops have the opportunity to contact. The main question is as 

follows: why do the droplets bounce? The main reason for bouncing depicted in Fig.  (8), is switching 

charge’s sign because in that way drop could gain opposite charge and reverses its former direction. 

 As a result, in non-coalescence impact, the drop cone recoils after apparent connection with the 

opposite sign and changes its direction. 

 

Fig. 8. Repelling phenomenon of two opposite charge drops at the top, bottom and middle positions 

(CaE=0.226). 

 The repelling process continues until the value of the voltage increases to ( 4.5 kV/cm), Hence the 

deformation rate increases and as in the previous part, the top drop stretches to form a dumbly shape 

whose greater proportion is downward while the drop that is attached to the bottom electrode tends to 

move upward, according to its acquired charge. Fig.  (9), demonstrates that after fragmenting the 

upper drop into two parts, the tip of the bigger-detached drops aims to move upward because of the 

polarization, so the tip stretches until it reaches the top electrode while the bottom end reaches the 

bottom small drop (507.78 s). Because of the high voltage strength, the second drop, which is located 

on the bottom electrode, generates a Taylor cone .Near the upper drop, the two cones attach and form 

a thread (507.8 s) .This thread cannot endure the electric field stress and burst into many tiny drops 

that can coalesce together. Now there are three drops that move between the two electrodes. 

Figure 8. Repelling phenomenon of two opposite charge drops at the top, bottom and middle positions (CaE = 0.226).

the former trend and become slender until the ends which
are now similar to bulb launch fragmentation into two dis-
tinct parts meanwhile the mother droplet changes steadily to
become a thin cylindrical droplet as like as unstable liquid
thread. As a result, satellite drops are produced. Initially a
pinching zone is promoted (Fig. 7). Just after the forming of
a pinching zone, the deformation of drop launches to increase
quickly; meanwhile, the drop seeks to move upward due to
its opposite charge. Therefore the drop stretches more and
appears to break from the tip. It was expected that a daugh-
ter droplet is ejected from the pointed ends of the elongated
drop, but as observed, the larger fraction of the stretched drop
remains at the top and forms a bulbous end while the thin-
ner part comprises the bottom of the main drop joined by a
thread. At this time, the top and bottom drops reach the bot-
tom and top electrodes respectively. The thread bursts into a
few tiny droplets because of the capillary force and the thread
becomes separated. These large drops experience collision
with tiny drops. In this step, two phenomena occur when two
or more drops exist in the domain (i.e., coalescence and re-
pelling).

Tiny drops move based on gravity and coalesce with the
bottom droplet. Therefore two main drops move between the
electrodes. Traditionally, it was assumed that contacting the
charged droplet with different sign are necessarily attracted
each other. However if the electric field exceeds the criti-
cal value, repelling may take place rather than coalescence.
As shown in Fig. 8, oppositely charged drops colloid with
and repel each other. Figure 8 shows that the smaller drop,
which is the consequence of the collision of tiny drops with
the lower drop in the earlier step, moves upward because of
the opposite charge and colloids with the larger drop that has
been detached from the ground electrode. Electrical stresses
operating on the charged surface causes the edge of drop to
be elongated and consequently conical shape is formed. Dur-
ing rapid connection with the oppositely charged drop the

tip recoils, gathers opposite charge and change its direction.
The bottom droplet after changing its charge moves down-
ward until it reaches the bottom electrode. The top droplet
after contacting the ground electrode starts to move down-
ward due to the Columbic force (because impact occurs near
the top electrode, both drops move downward with little time
difference). When the bottom droplet contacts the high volt-
age electrode, it senses the top droplet with a negative charge
at its top point, at which point the repelling phenomenon oc-
curs, which leads the top droplet to move upward and the bot-
tom one to move downward. This cycle repeats and is likely
to occur in the center of the domain or anywhere the two op-
positely charged drops have the opportunity to contact. The
main question is as follows: why do the droplets bounce?
The main reason for bouncing depicted in Fig. 8, is switch-
ing charge’s sign because in that way drop could gain oppo-
site charge and reverses its former direction. As a result, in
non-coalescence impact, the drop cone recoils after apparent
connection with the opposite sign and changes its direction.

The repelling process continues until the value of the
voltage increases to (4.5 kV cm−1). The deformation rate in-
creases and similar to the previous part, the top drop stretches
to form a dumbly shape whose greater proportion is down-
ward while the drop that is attached to the bottom electrode
tends to move upward, according to its acquired charge. Fig-
ure 9, demonstrates that after fragmenting the upper drop into
two parts, the tip of the bigger-detached drops aims to move
upward because of the polarization, so the tip stretches un-
til it reaches the top electrode while the bottom end reaches
the bottom small drop (507.78 s). Because of the high volt-
age strength, the second drop, which is located on the bottom
electrode, generates a Taylor cone. Near the upper drop, the
two cones attach and form a thread (507.8 s). This thread can-
not endure the electric field stress and burst into many tiny
drops that can coalesce together. Now there are three drops
that move between the two electrodes.
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Fig. 9. Making a thread due to large elongation and increasing the voltage (CaE=0.26). 

 

3.4 Multi- drops motion, Coalescence, Repulsion and Break up  

  By increasing the voltage, the bigger drop stretches considerably and in a certain moment, detaches a 

small drop from its tip .These four drops with different sizes are colliding and showing non-

coalescence behavior, and during each contact they conduct, charge to each other and reverse their 

directions, as shown in Fig. (10).  

 

Fig. 10. Bouncing droplets (CaE=0.26). 

 

 Non-coalesce behavior is not the only feature that occurs in a high voltage electric field. In addition 

to the explanation stated by Ristenpart.et al. [20] which described the reasons to distinguish 

coalescence from repelling, and considering the presence of multiple droplets, the possibility of 

coalescence occurring during impact is not far-fetched. However  before supporting the former 

argument, it is worth mentioning the reasons for repelling as fully described by Ristenpart.et al. [20] 

.As mentioned by Khorshidi et al. [20] , the threshold field strength for droplet, hinges strongly on the 

amount of charges which has been transmitted during connection with the former interface. Because 

the charge comprises ions in the water droplet, these ions during bouncing process could transfer from 

one droplet to another one. Some mechanisms are suggested for charge transmitting such as 

conduction across the continuous phase (oil), breakdown of dielectric medium or smaller drops are 

sprayed by electric force( electro spray) however in the case of silicon oil, because of the aqueous 

thread which is formed during connection, the possibility of conduction of ions is presumably stronger 

than other reasons. The observation indicates that the drop takes double-cone shape near the bridge. 

Figure 9. Making a thread due to large elongation and increasing the voltage (CaE = 0.26).
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Figure 10. Bouncing droplets (CaE = 0.26).

3.4 Multi-drops motion, coalescence, repulsion and
break up

By increasing the voltage, the bigger drop stretches consid-
erably and in a certain moment, detaches a small drop from
its tip. These four drops with different sizes are colliding and
showing non-coalescence behavior, and during each contact
they conduct, charge to each other and reverse their direc-
tions, as shown in Fig. 10.

Non-coalesce behavior is not the only feature that occurs
in a high voltage electric field. In addition to the explanation
stated by Ristenpart et al. (2009) which described the reasons
to distinguish coalescence from repelling, and considering
the presence of multiple droplets, the possibility of coales-
cence occurring during impact is not far-fetched. However
before supporting the former argument, it is worth mention-
ing the reasons for repelling as fully described by Ristenpart
et al. (2009). As mentioned by Khorshidi et al. (2010), the
threshold field strength for droplet, hinges strongly on the
amount of charges which has been transmitted during con-
nection with the former interface. Because the charge com-
prises ions in the water droplet, these ions during bouncing
process could transfer from one droplet to another one. Some
mechanisms are suggested for charge transmitting such as
conduction across the continuous phase (oil), breakdown of
dielectric medium or smaller drops are sprayed by electric
force (electro spray) however in the case of silicon oil, be-
cause of the aqueous thread which is formed during con-
nection, the possibility of conduction of ions is presumably
stronger than other reasons. The observation indicates that

the drop takes double-cone shape near the bridge. The capil-
lary pressure inside the thread is approximated by the Young-
Laplace equation as follows:, (cotθ−1)γ/rm while the angle
is the key factor which determines the fluid flow. It means
that the drops with sharper cones generate the higher pres-
sure difference in the bridge and consequently leads the drop
to be bounced. If the voltage is high enough, to break the di-
electric medium (oil), then the drops prior to contact could be
neutralized and the surface tension results in recoil. In other
case joule heating is assumable. During connection process,
equilibration of charges may heat the liquid in the thread
zone and affect the neck by Maragoni force or vaporization
and conductivity in this case is a leading factor. The cap-
illary waves at connection time, expands liquid thread be-
tween them. Larger positive curvature in contrast with neg-
ative one leads to higher positive pressure in the neck than
inside the droplet and breakup is developed. In other side,
larger negative curvature generates higher pressure inside
the droplet than in the neck and fluid is derived in to the
thread and eventually coalescence occurs. During this mo-
tion, multiple drops contact each other, and the chance of
coalescence and repelling happening is unavoidable. How-
ever, repelling typically occurs between them. By increasing
the electric field, there is an intention to form an elongated
shape again. Previously two cases are studied where the drop
is placed on the top and bottom electrodes. However this is
not the only moment when the drop breaks. Typically the
drop can break when moving through the gap between the
electrodes (T = 629.513 s). In Fig. 11, the top section of the
drop stretches and reaches the top electrode while the bottom
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The capillary pressure inside the thread is approximated by the Young-Laplace equation as follows:, 

mr/)1(cot    while the angle is the key factor which determines the fluid flow. It means that the 

drops with sharper cones generate the higher pressure difference in the bridge and consequently leads 

the drop to be bounced. If the voltage is high enough, to break the dielectric medium (oil), then the 

drops prior to contact could be neutralized and the surface tension results in recoil. In other case joule 

heating is assumable. During connection process, equilibration of charges may heat the liquid in the 

thread zone and affect the neck by Maragoni force or vaporization and conductivity in this case is a 

leading factor. The capillary waves at connection time, expands liquid thread between them. Larger 

positive curvature in contrast with negative one leads to higher positive pressure in the neck than 

inside the droplet and breakup is developed. In other side, larger negative curvature generates higher 

pressure inside the droplet than in the neck and fluid is derived in to the thread and eventually 

coalescence occurs. During this motion, multiple drops contact each other, and the chance of 

coalescence and repelling happening is unavoidable. However, repelling typically occurs between 

them. By increasing the electric field, there is an intention to form an elongated shape again. 

Previously two cases are studied where the drop is placed on the top and bottom electrodes. However 

this is not the only moment when the drop breaks. Typically the drop can break when moving through 

the gap between the electrodes (T=629.513 s).In Fig. (11), the top section of the drop stretches and 

reaches the top electrode while the bottom part reaches the bottom electrode. The thread appears, 

bursts and multiple drops form burst. This is a conventional cycle that repeats itself. These tiny drops 

can also generate a chain between the main drops and form a thread and short contact between the 

electrodes. The pinch-off appears to be a dominant mode of break up. The sizes of the main droplets 

and satellite drops become sensitive to the strength of electric field. An increase in the electric 

potential leads to a narrower size distribution of both droplets and satellites, and it eventually becomes 

impossible to distinguish drops from satellites. 

 

Fig. 11. Pinch-off and forming thread (CaE=0.321). 

 

Figure 11. Pinch-off and forming thread (CaE = 0.321).
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   As mentioned earlier, three phenomena can occur; contemporary break up, coalescence and 

repelling. Many studies revealed that coalescence happens at low strength of applied electric field. By 

increasing the value, the contact angle is sufficiently sharp to permit the bridge' pressure to be greater 

than the drops' pressure and repelling therefore occurs. As the results show (T=773.8 s), the side-by 

side coalescence is expected in three-dimensional behaviors. It is obvious that according to the nature 

of the random movement of drops, there may be an instance that one drop gives a negative charge as 

the result of the short contact and wants to move for example upward (positive charge). The drop 

which transferred its opposite positive charge to its neighbor drop receives minus charge from it 

through the bridge (Fig. (12)). The drop that attained the positive charge moves upward, contacts the 

ground electrode and acquires a negative charge. Because of the electrostatic force and gravity the 

drop moves downward. Coalescence occurs when the first drop has not yet reached the high voltage 

and meets the other drop.  

 

Fig. 12. The second type of droplet coalescence (CaE=0.334). 

Fig (13) shows two similarly (negative) charged drops come into contact after several prior 

repulsions, however they do not coalesce until the lower drop touches the metal surface, attains a 

positive charge and merges with the oppositely charged neighbor drop. Here, coalescence has been 

detected for two oppositely charged drops.  

 

Fig 13. The first type of droplet coalescence (CaE=0.360). 

 

Figure 12. The second type of droplet coalescence (CaE = 0.334).

part reaches the bottom electrode. The thread appears, bursts
and multiple drops form burst. This is a conventional cycle
that repeats itself. These tiny drops can also generate a chain
between the main drops and form a thread and short con-
tact between the electrodes. The pinch-off appears to be a
dominant mode of break up. The sizes of the main droplets
and satellite drops become sensitive to the strength of electric
field. An increase in the electric potential leads to a narrower
size distribution of both droplets and satellites, and it eventu-
ally becomes impossible to distinguish drops from satellites.

As mentioned earlier, three phenomena can occur; con-
temporary break up, coalescence and repelling. Many stud-
ies revealed that coalescence happens at low strength of ap-
plied electric field. By increasing the value, the contact an-
gle is sufficiently sharp to permit the bridge’ pressure to be
greater than the drops’ pressure and repelling therefore oc-
curs. As the results show (T = 773.8 s), the side-by side coa-
lescence is expected in three-dimensional behaviors. It is ob-
vious that according to the nature of the random movement
of drops, there may be an instance that one drop gives a neg-
ative charge as the result of the short contact and wants to
move for example upward (positive charge). The drop which
transferred its opposite positive charge to its neighbor drop
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In Fig (14) coalescence occurs again. This time, the bigger droplet attaches at the high voltage, 

acquires positive charge and coalesces with its upper droplet which has a negative charge. According 

to previous studies in the high voltage field, repelling is dominant, here, however, it seems that the 

direction (contact angle) at the time of contact plays an important role and leads to coalescence. The 

connection's line is not straight and the contact occurs side to side. As discussed above, the orientation 

of the drops play an important role in investigating whether coalescence or bouncing is likely to 

happen. 

 

Fig14. The first type of droplet coalescence (CaE=0.374). 

 

Increasing the electric field causes break up (pinch-off) to occur simultaneously. The first instance 

occurs, when the drop contacts the top electrode and then the bottom electrode (Fig (15)). 

 

Fig. 15. Pinch-off at top and bottom electrode (CaE=0.388). 

 

 As mentioned above, it is possible to have coalescence in a high electric field .In Fig.  (16), the top 

drop becomes close to the bottom one. There are two options available; coalescence and repelling. 

Because two opposite charges attract, it is expected that they merge and make a bigger drop ,however, 

this has not happened and repelling has occurred instead of coalescence .So based on [20] charge 

transmission has occurred and the bottom drop obtained the negative charge and started moving 

downward. Because of this charge changing, it is assumed that the top drop would acquire positive 

charge and move upward, but the next frame does not show this movement. In contrast, it tends to fall 

Figure 14. The first type of droplet coalescence (CaE = 0.374).

receives minus charge from it through the bridge (Fig. 12).
The drop that attained the positive charge moves upward,
contacts the ground electrode and acquires a negative charge.
Because of the electrostatic force and gravity the drop moves
downward. Coalescence occurs when the first drop has not
yet reached the high voltage and meets the other drop.

Figure 13 shows two similarly (negative) charged drops
come into contact after several prior repulsions, however they
do not coalesce until the lower drop touches the metal sur-
face, attains a positive charge and merges with the oppositely
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with its weight and the vertical distance from the bottom electrode decreases. After acquiring a 

positive charge from the bottom electrode it starts moving upward and contacts with the upper drop 

which is resting in its former position or has moved a short distance, and this is the time at which 

coalescence occurs. If it is justifiable that coalescence occurs with two opposite charges there would 

be one option left, i.e., the average amount of charge for the upper drop is negative. Therefore it may 

be correct to presume that the upper drop does not share its entire charge with the small droplet and 

that the amount of transmitted charge is not sufficient to create a positive charge within the upper 

droplet. This case is considered the third type of coalescence. If the last option is true, then 

acceleration towards the high voltage is expected for the top droplet based on electrophoretic force; 

however the top droplet moves very slowly similar to the droplet with zero charge. The question 

remains regarding the charge transmission.   

 

Fig. 16. The third type of droplet coalescence (CaE=0.388). 

 

Conclusion  

In the current study, the deformation, electrical charging, coalescence and breakup of water drops 

moving vertically between two horizontal electrodes in an insulating liquid were investigated 

experimentally. Any changes that occurred during rhythmic motion have been addressed. The study 

confirms the recent results obtained by researchers, and the main observations are listed as follows: 

 Increasing the voltage results in a Taylor cone when droplets are resting on or reaching the 

electrodes. By adding the voltage, the angles become smaller and the droplets leave the 

electrodes. The deformation rate increases with the applied voltage. 

 The torque, which exists at the points of the drops, causes rotation while the electric field wants to 

align them in the vertical direction. This interaction continues until the distance is short enough to 

cause coalescence. Additionally coalescence does not necessarily occur from the tip and side by 

side coalescence is occasionally expected. 

Figure 16. The third type of droplet coalescence (CaE = 0.388).

charged neighbor drop. Here, coalescence has been detected
for two oppositely charged drops.

In Fig. 14 coalescence occurs again. This time, the bigger
droplet attaches at the high voltage, acquires positive charge
and coalesces with its upper droplet which has a negative
charge. According to previous studies in the high voltage
field, repelling is dominant, here, however, it seems that the
direction (contact angle) at the time of contact plays an im-
portant role and leads to coalescence. The connection’s line is
not straight and the contact occurs side to side. As discussed
above, the orientation of the drops play an important role in
investigating whether coalescence or bouncing is likely to
happen.

Increasing the electric field causes break up (pinch-off)
to occur simultaneously. The first instance occurs, when the
drop contacts the top electrode and then the bottom electrode
(Fig. 15).

As mentioned above, it is possible to have coalescence in
a high electric field. In Fig. 16, the top drop becomes close
to the bottom one. There are two options available; coales-
cence and repelling. Because two opposite charges attract,
it is expected that they merge and make a bigger drop, how-
ever, this has not happened and repelling has occurred instead
of coalescence. So based on Ristenpart et al. (2009) charge
transmission has occurred and the bottom drop obtained the
negative charge and started moving downward. Because of
this charge changing, it is assumed that the top drop would
acquire positive charge and move upward, but the next frame

does not show this movement. In contrast, it tends to fall with
its weight and the vertical distance from the bottom electrode
decreases. After acquiring a positive charge from the bottom
electrode it starts moving upward and contacts with the up-
per drop which is resting in its former position or has moved
a short distance, and this is the time at which coalescence
occurs. If it is justifiable that coalescence occurs with two
opposite charges there would be one option left, i.e., the av-
erage amount of charge for the upper drop is negative. There-
fore it may be correct to presume that the upper drop does
not share its entire charge with the small droplet and that
the amount of transmitted charge is not sufficient to create a
positive charge within the upper droplet. This case is consid-
ered the third type of coalescence. If the last option is true,
then acceleration towards the high voltage is expected for the
top droplet based on electrophoretic force; however the top
droplet moves very slowly similar to the droplet with zero
charge. The question remains regarding the charge transmis-
sion.

4 Conclusions

In the current study, the deformation, electrical charging,
coalescence and breakup of water drops moving vertically
between two horizontal electrodes in an insulating liquid
were investigated experimentally. Any changes that occurred
during rhythmic motion have been addressed. The study
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confirms the recent results obtained by researchers, and the
main observations are listed as follows:

– Increasing the voltage results in a Taylor cone when
droplets are resting on or reaching the electrodes. By
adding the voltage, the angles become smaller and the
droplets leave the electrodes. The deformation rate in-
creases with the applied voltage.

– The torque, which exists at the points of the drops,
causes rotation while the electric field wants to align
them in the vertical direction. This interaction contin-
ues until the distance is short enough to cause coales-
cence. Additionally coalescence does not necessarily
occur from the tip and side by side coalescence is oc-
casionally expected.

– After coalescence, assuming the charge transmission
occurs equally between the oppositely charged droplets,
the consequent droplet, which has a bigger diameter,
rotates such that it aligns itself in the electric field di-
rection (because of the polarization). Because of zero
charge, the droplet falls with its weight.

– At high voltage, because of the polarization, the droplet
elongates and finally disintegrates into two or more tiny
droplets. These tiny droplets either coalesce or bounce
against each other. Bouncing occurs because of the
changing charges.

– When a thread is formed between electrodes it disinte-
grates immediately.

– There are three types of coalescence modes mentioned
above: (i) typical coalescence, which is between oppo-
sitely charged droplets, (ii) coalescence between two
droplets with the same sign maybe because of hydro-
dynamic coalescence and (iii) coalescence after bounc-
ing where one of the droplets in the transmission section
does not move to the opposite electrode but moves very
slowly and relatively rests at its first position (the time
of contact) to coalesce with the second droplet (Fig. 16).

– At very high voltage, droplets gather in a certain line,
which is not in an electric field direction and deviates
from the vertical line. The chain-like shape allows cur-
rents to pass through the distance between the elec-
trodes, a spark is therefore inevitable.
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